
RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Collapsible Plastic Pallet Box -810x612x765mm

SKU 61096

Foldable pallet box with a capacity of 272 liters. External
dimensions are 810x612x765mm. Inside dimensions are
750x550x660mm. The own weight of this folding pallet box is
15.08 kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Status  New
Inside dimension lenght  750
Inside dimension width  550
Inside dimension height  660
Outside dimension lenght  810
Outside dimension width  612
Outside dimension height  765
Static load  750
Dynamic load  250
Volume  272
Product  new, for rent

Type  
Industrial palletboxes, Foldable
palletboxes, Collapsible Palletbox

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Foldable pallet box with a capacity of 272 liters with extra thick
walls, making them stronger and more durable than regular folding
pallet boxes. The outside dimensions of the pallet box are
810x612x765 millimeters. The inside dimensions of this foldable
pallet box are 750x550x660mm. When folded, the dimensions are
only 810x612x300mm. The own weight of this foldable pallet box
is 15.08 kg. FOLDABLE PALLETBOX KEY FIGURES The dynamic
load capacity of this foldable pallet box is 250 kg and the static
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load capacity of the pallet box is 750 kg (1 + 3 stacked). You cannot
load this foldable pallet box in a pallet rack. The pallet box is made
of 2 types of plastic: the pallet, lid and the slides are made of HDPE
and the foldable walls (sleeve) are made of PPC. The temperature
resistance of -10 to +40 degrees Celsius. The color of the sleeve is
gray and the color of the pallet and the lid is black. In a standard
loaded truck 528 pieces fit 16 pieces on a pallet place (2 stacks of 8
folding pallet boxes) at 33 places in a standard trailer.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/collapsible-plastic-pallet-box-
810x612x765mm-61096
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